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Introducing the Copywriter and 1S1’s Subsidiary,
Selective Information Devices, Inc. (SID)

J

years ago, I be-

came enamored (some have called it
obsessed) with the idea of a device
that would relieve me of the drudgery
of making longhand notes from books
and journals. The idea came to me

when I was a graduate student in
Professor Louis Plack Hammet’s lab-
orator y at Columbia University. 1 Pro-
fessor Hammet had a superb personal

library which he was kind enough to
let me use, and I remember the long
hours I spent there copying information
from books, journals, abstracting ser-
vices, and encyclopedias. Later, when I
worked at the Welch Medical Library
at Johns Hopkins, z-Q 1 came to appre-
ciate even more the tremendous burden
of selective copying that study or re-
search imposes on students, lawyers,
and scientists. indeed, it is a burden

that falls in varying degree upon almost
every user of any library.

In the early 1950’s, Photostat waf
king, but a luxury most people couldn’t
afford, and Xerox hadn’t appeared. I
named my imagined device the Copy-

writer ‘(see Figure 1). To my surprise,
and dismay, I was completely un-

successful in attempts to convince the
research and development directors of
several business machine manufacturers
that a selective-copying device would

sell. And even those who recognized the
need for the device doubted whether it
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vould work.

One distinguished librarian saw the
~eed for a Copywriter. He was Vcrner
V. Clapp, then president of the Coun-
:il for Library Resources (CL K), an
organization supported by the Ford

~oundation. Mr. Clapp had been Chief
~ssistant Librarian of Congress, and
,ve had become friends through his
membership on the Advisory Com-

nittee of the Johns Hopkins Machine
ndexing Project. s,G He was always

‘ascinated by gadgetry and spent a
~ood deal of time and energy seeking
I workable pocket-size microform read-
:r.

The CLK let a contract to Eugene
Garf]eld Associates, the predecessor of

[SI@ , for construction of a prototype

~f the Copywriter. Through contracts
with people who had worked on read-
ing aids for the blind, 1 met Wally
Frank, who had just gone to Spitz
Laboratories from the Franklin In-
stitute. From our association came the
first breadboard or prototype, I shall
never forget the evening I took my

tipyturiter home and copied some
lines from an encyclopedia. The ma-

chine had been designed to copy six-
point type, but it managed to copy

the smaller four-point footnotes -- pro-
vided you scanned slowly enough with
the hand-held “reading” unit.
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“Scanning” is a key word because
it distinguishes the Copywriter from
other copying devices, which are gen-

erallystationar ydevicesthat reproduce
a whole page. The Copywriter copies

selectively by being moved by hand
along the printed line from left to right.

Many CC o readers are engineers,

and there will be others whose work
with sophisticated instruments may in-
terest them in details of the fkst proto-
type of the Copywriter. Its reading

and writing units are pictured in Figure
2. The information copied was repro-
duced on a continuous strip of Te/e-
dehos o electrosensitive recording pa-
per, the paper often used by Western
Union for dispatching telegrams by fac-
simile machines. An electric current
causes the surface of the paper to
“burn” off, exposing a black carbon
layer. The reading unit was held be-

tween the thumb and index finger, and
pushed along the line to be copied at a

uniform rate of speed. If you moved it
too fast, the copy would “condense”
or contract. lfyou moved it too slowly,
the copy would “expand”.

Although the original pr,>totype
proved that selective copying was pos-
sible, it was deficient in many ways

and clearly not suitable for regular use.
There was more work to do.

Several years later, despite my fur-
ther failures to convince manuf;icturers
of the need, Mr. Clapp continued his
interest. The CLR funded a feasibility
study to review the state of the art. I
had hoped the resulting report would
convince CLR to pursue development
of the prototype, but Mr. Clapp was

unable to authorize the necessary funds.

Subsequently I tried to obtain support
from the Air Force. At one stage, they
actually took my proprietary proposal

and put out a Request for Proposals on

it. Legal action was initiated to get it
back.

In 1969, 1 persuaded the Board of
Directors of 1S1 to form a subsidiary

company called Selective Information
Devices, Inc. (SID). 1S1 lent SID the
money to incorporate in a new proto
type many technological advances made

since construction of the original de-

vice. SID contracted with a biomedical
instrumentation company with special

experience in miniaturization to build
the new machine. The result was a

reading unit as small and light as a
pocket fountain pen. Problems of syn-
chronizing the reading and witing

units were overcome, and the relatively
expensive and messy Teledeltos paper
was replaced by a fast photosensitive
paper on which the latent image is

developed by a heating element. In ad-
dition, a cathode ray tube (CRT) dis-
play unit was included for monitoring
purposes, which permits one to test the
reading unit without exposing paper.
This display capability suggests some
amusing uses, e.g., applications like an
“electronic menu” -- a diner could

scan a menu at the tabie and have his
order displayed on a CRT in the kit-
chen, bypassing the scribbling or

memory of the waiter.

The display and erase capability
could have interesting applications in

teaching. Using TV rather than a black-
board, a teacher couid dkplay diagrams,
special characters (including Chinese),
or short verse sequences, rather than
write them out on the blackboard or
wait for every student to find the pro-

per place in his text. or a lawyer,
working in a ii brary, couid extract

seiected sentences from stat~ces or
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court decisions, display them on the TV
console, and make hard copies of those
he wants to study further,

I have found that most people who
consider the Copywriter ask whether it
can be used for selective input of data
into a computer or other digital de-
vice. The same question occurred to
me, and in 1969, 1 incorporated a
character-recognition circuit into one
of my patents on a proofreading type-
writer. T This type of “digital” Copy-

writer may have more direct applica-

tion than the “analog” facsimile device,
since the latter requires a writing unit,
although there are many situations in
which character recognition isn’t neces-

sary.

We intend to pursue the Copywriter

project as time and resources permit. I
should be glad to hear from anyone
interested in it. Naturally an e ~pression
from our readers that they would like
to have access to such a device would
help our continuing search for a

sponsor who can follow through from
production to marketing.

1. I am pleased to report that Professor

Hammet, at 79, is professionally
active and in good health. When it
recently appeared, I was delighted
to examine the new edition of his
classic text: Louis P. Hammett,
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tion Rates, Equilibria, and Mechan-
isms, 2 cd., New York: McGraw
Hiil, 1970, 420 pp.
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